ADO RE FABRICS MADE OF RECYCLED MATERIALS

SUSTAINABLE WITH
THE LOOKS TO MATCH

Remus RE 3120 / 173

OUR VISION:
ADO FABRICS ARE
GOING GREEN
Our long-term goal is to make our product line
out of 100 per cent recycled materials. That means
transforming waste into new resources, not the
other way around. To come one step closer
to achieving this goal, we, together with our
manufacturers, developed this first sustainable
collection which contains between 39 and 63
per cent recycled polyester.
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100 % PES, including 50 % recycled PES

REMUS RE

New look. Same fabric. As a well-balanced
complement to REMO, the REMUS
design additionally features wide stripes
in three colours in a modern look. The exquisite sheer fabric, which comes in five
opulent colours, is ideal in combination
with REMO.

Relus RE 8010 / 152, Easy 1547 / 444

ADO RE
AT A GLANCE
NAME

RELUS RE

The base design of RELUS will make a wonderful, nature-inspired addition to your home thanks
to the artful flowers and grass featured on the fabric. It also boasts another eye-catching feature,
namely the striking colour gradient on the top of the fabric which gradually softens as your eye
moves down. Another appealing feature is the glittery, gauze-like texture of the 63 per cent recycled
polyester fabric, which creates lots of light and atmosphere.

MATERIAL

FABRIC WIDTH

COLOURS

BRIEF INFO

300 cm

3

Sheer fabric,
print, floral design,
room-height, weight tape

8009

100 % PES, including
39 % recycled PES

REVAL RE

3119

100 % PES, including
39 % recycled PES

300 cm

1

Sheer fabric,
singlecolour, base fabric
for REVIN RE 8009,
room-height, weight tape

REMO RE

3107

100 % PES, including
50 % recycled PES

300 cm
220 cm

16
2

Sheer fabric,
singlecolour, two heights,
room-height, weight tape

REMUS RE

3120

100 % PES, including
50 % recycled PES

300 cm

5

Sheer fabric,
stripes, room-height,
weight tape

RELUS RE

8010

100 % PES, including
63 % recycled PES

300 cm

3

Sheer fabric, base
pattern, floral design,
room-height, weight tape

3122

100 % PES, including
63 % recycled PES

1

Sheer fabric,
singlecolour, contrast
fabric to RELUS RE 8010,
room-height, weight tape

REVIN RE

100 % PES, including 63 % recycled PES

ITEM NO.

RELON RE

300 cm

100 % PES, including 39 % recycled PES

REVIN RE

REVIN draws your eyes into a misty, mystical forest. Its floral, Scandinavian-style print enhances
the three-dimensionality of the vibrant REVAL base fabric. An interplay of thick branches and
delicate shadows create a wonderful sense of depth that draws you in. Inspired by nature,
REVIN 39 per cent recycled material to contribute to a more sustainable use of resources.

100 % PES, including 39 % recycled PES

Revin RE 8009 / 151, Reval RE 3119 / 131, Easy 1547 / 894

REVAL RE

REVAL is defined by a natural, vibrant,
rough-hewn look with an organically
soft texture and a natural linen feel in a
handwoven crochet appearance. It’s the
perfect base fabric for the enchanting
REVIN pattern.

100 % PES, including 63 % recycled PES

RELON RE

HOW CAN
SYNTHETIC FIBRE
BE SUSTAINABLE?

Helping to improve your nature-life balance: RELON. It is the perfect complement to RELUS .
Combine the two to create an atmosphere of calm tranquillity. Even on its own, the gauze-like, singlecoloured fabric made of 63 per cent recycled polyester creates a calm, relaxing atmosphere in your
home. It’s cosy, easy to care for and sustainable.

Although more energy may be used in the production of synthetic fibres, they require considerably less water and dyes to make. Also, synthetic material is not a natural product.
This reduces water and pesticide use while freeing up agricultural land for other purposes.
Its most appealing feature, however, is its durability, as the synthetic fibres possess exceptional
light and colour fastness. The fabrics therefore retain colour intensity for longer, even after being
exposed to intense UV light by the window. The colour also bonds more closely with the fibre,
and the fabric can be washed more often without fading. In short, you’ll be able to enjoy your
curtains longer.

eodnE

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT CARE
Curtains do not have to be washed as regularly as one might think or in very hot water. For the
most part, washing them in the short cycle at no more than 30°C is sufficient to achieve the desired
level of cleaning. Not using the spin cycle at all or only using a gentle spin cycle saves energy
and preserves the integrity of the fibre. To avoid releasing microplastics, be sure to remove hooks
and other parts attached to the curtain before washing and place it in a microplastic-proof bag
during the wash cycle.
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Remo RE 3107 / 663 + 892 + 193, Easy 1547 / 666 + 894 + 444 + 576

Remo RE 3107, Easy 1547

100 % PES, including 50 % recycled PES

REMO RE

REMO – the all-rounder. With its uniform
texture, the attractive single-coloured fabric
is perfect for those who prefer a more
understated look. Sixteen additional
vibrant colours are also available for
those who would like to add a touch of
boldness. Choose your favourite colour
tone and add the finishing touch to your
interior with this 50 per cent recycled
polyester fabric that boasts an exquisitely
soft texture and an elegant drape.

ADO RE
AT A GLANCE
_ Save on energy, water and CO2
_ Protects the environment by transforming plastic waste into textiles
_ Timeless design and exceptional light and colour fastness
so that you can enjoy your curtains for a long time to come
_ Recyclability
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_ No compromising on quality

ADO Goldkante GmbH & CO. KG

export@ado-goldkante.com - www.ado-goldkante.de

